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[image: Home Hero Image]Introducing
Schenck Process FPM
We’ve joined Coperion as part of Hillenbrand’s Advanced Process Solutions business for the food processing and performance materials industries – a complementary match that will help us serve you better than ever.
learn more







A focus on food and performance materials
We specialize in precision solutions for key industries
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Process is our purpose
We’re a global manufacturing process solutions company with a distinct difference – collaborative, adaptive experts with a passion for getting the job done right.



LEARN MORE


Meeting complex process challenges from end to end
From raw material to finished product, we can help you at any—or every—stage. We deliver total solutions built from world-class equipment and control systems brought together by deep engineering and domain expertise, collaborative project management and ongoing support.
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Knowledge hub
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 Success storiesSmart milling solution for Kraft Heinz cereal brand
Why the Netherlands’ No. 1 cereal manufacturer has chosen Kemutec mills for over 20 years.
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 Success storiesPrecise metering and blending for calcined clay kiln
Learn how Schenck Process FPM helped advance sustainability at the world’s largest calcined clay kiln.
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State-of-the-art manufacturing, production and technology centers around the world
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We offer global support from facilities based in:
Brazil
France
Thailand
 United Kingdom
United States





 Get in touch

We take a distinctive approach to the processes that drive manufacturing. Let us know how we can help you achieve your goals for efficiency, productivity, safety and sustainability.
Contact us
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